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The top challenge faced by companies operating from or transitioning into the cloud is how 
they govern and secure cloud environments while operating at scale.

Whether you’re an existing AWS customer or taking your first steps, SHI’s AWS Landing Zone offering 
enables you to scale in a secure, stable, highly-governed, and multi-account cloud environment.

Solve what’s next with  
AWS Landing Zone

• Create a manageable and secure environment – Help 
implement and automate multi-account setup which 
can be managed and secured in any AWS environment. 

• Meet your IT goals –  Bring automation, scalability, and 
remediation with auditable security and flexibility.

• Enhance your capabilities – Provide control to govern 
shared infrastructure, billing management, identity and 
access management, and resource isolation. 

• Automate account provisioning – Build systemized 
and automated provisioning of new and pre-approved 
accounts in your organization. Enable self-service to 
streamline network configurations and region selection.

Benefits

• Implement multiple core 
accounts in any organization at 
any level 

• Automate account provisioning  
and setup of an AWS 
environment for scalability 

• Create a baseline for security

• Operate in the  
DevOps environment 

• Simplify cost management 
across your organization

• Manage governance rules, 
operations, and compliance 

• Provide visibility for  
resource utilization

AWS Landing Zone
Adapt, configure, migrate, and scale securely to a 
multi-account AWS environment
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Start your journey by contacting an AWS specialist at  
ASG_AWS_Adoption@SHI.com to learn more.

AWS Landing Zone

Learn

Presales workshops:
Learn about the business value of Landing Zone without touching the console. See 
for yourself how it enables governance across multi-account AWS organizations 
using workshop materials provided by SHI.

Assess

Landing Zone Pre-Assessment: 
This assessment is a perfect fit for both existing and new customers planning 
deployments in AWS. We can help you identify blockers, design against requirements, 
follow best practices, and make the most of AWS-native tools.

Build

Landing Zone powered by AWS Control Tower: 
Want to maximize your deployment? This comprehensive offering includes a full 
deployment, SHI’s standardized baseline of AWS controls, and SHI-recommended 
controls. This is an excellent choice for customers wanting to scale quickly in AWS.

Start off strong with an AWS Landing Zone
Building a new environment in AWS doesn’t have to be a frustrating experience.  

An AWS Landing Zone can help you start strong and realize the full value of cloud. Using AWS best 
practices, SHI will design an environment that will grow and scale with you to serve your needs for 
years to come.
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